The scattering of dark matter particles off nuclei in direct detection experiments can be described in terms of a multidimensional effective field theory (EFT). A new systematic analysis technique is developed using the EFT approach and Bayesian inference methods to exploit, when possible, the energy-dependent information of the detected events, experimental efficiencies, and backgrounds. Highly dimensional likelihoods are calculated over the mass of the weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP) and multiple EFT coupling coefficients, which can then be used to set limits on these parameters and choose models (EFT operators) that best fit the direct detection data. Expanding the parameter space beyond the standard spin-independent isoscalar cross section and WIMP mass reduces tensions between previously published experiments. Combining these experiments to form a single joint likelihood leads to stronger limits than when each experiment is considered on its own. Simulations using two nonstandard operators (O3 and O8) are used to test the proposed analysis technique in up to five dimensions and demonstrate the importance of using multiple likelihood projections when determining constraints on WIMP mass and EFT coupling coefficients. In particular, this shows that an explicit momentum dependence in dark matter scattering can be identified.
The scattering of dark matter particles off nuclei in direct detection experiments can be described in terms of a multidimensional effective field theory (EFT). A new systematic analysis technique is developed using the EFT approach and Bayesian inference methods to exploit, when possible, the energy-dependent information of the detected events, experimental efficiencies, and backgrounds. Highly dimensional likelihoods are calculated over the mass of the weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP) and multiple EFT coupling coefficients, which can then be used to set limits on these parameters and choose models (EFT operators) that best fit the direct detection data. Expanding the parameter space beyond the standard spin-independent isoscalar cross section and WIMP mass reduces tensions between previously published experiments. Combining these experiments to form a single joint likelihood leads to stronger limits than when each experiment is considered on its own. Simulations using two nonstandard operators (O3 and O8) are used to test the proposed analysis technique in up to five dimensions and demonstrate the importance of using multiple likelihood projections when determining constraints on WIMP mass and EFT coupling coefficients. In particular, this shows that an explicit momentum dependence in dark matter scattering can be identified.
I. INTRODUCTION
Astrophysical evidence indicates that nonluminous matter makes up approximately 80% of the mass in the Universe [1] [2] [3] [4] . If dark matter is in the form of weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs) and interacts with baryonic matter on the scale of the weak interaction, it could be accessible to direct detection experiments sensitive to nuclear scattering from a variety of targets. The nuclear recoil energy is quite small and is expected to occur within the range of 1 to 100 keV for a WIMP mass range of 10 to 1000 GeV [5] using natural units with c = = 1. The simplest form of the differential rate is given by
where E R is the nuclear recoil energy, ρ χ is the expected local dark matter density, m T is the target nuclear mass, m χ is the WIMP mass, f (v) is the velocity distribution of the dark matter halo, and dσ/dE R is the differential cross section for the target-WIMP interaction [6] . The minimum velocity, which is determined from nonrelativistic scattering in the center-of-mass frame, is related to the nuclear recoil energy by
where µ is the reduced mass of the system, and m N is the mass of the neutron. The nonrelativistic limit is considered valid for direct cold dark matter detection. The generally accepted velocity distribution for the dark matter halo is Maxwell-Boltzmann shifted by the Earth's velocity, v E ∼ 232 km/s, and with the width determined by the mean velocity of the particles in the dark matter halo encompassing the galaxy, v 0 = 220 km/s. The probability of finding a dark matter particle with a velocity greater than the galactic escape velocity, v esc = 544 km/s, is roughly zero [5] . This is introduced through a cutoff to the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution [7, 8] , giving the velocity distribution function of
The energy deposited by this nuclear recoil can be observed in the form of some combination of complementary signals of ionization, scintillation, and phonon emission depending on the target material chosen which allows for discrimination between nuclear recoil and background electron recoil events. There are many direct detection technologies and a variety of targets. Examples include noble liquids (argon, xenon, and neon), cryogenic semiconducting crystal detectors (germanium, silicon, calcium tungstate), scintillating crystal arrays (NaI, CsI), and superheated bubble chambers using a variety of fluorinated hydrocarbons. Specifics of detector sensitivity and noise determine a detector-dependent recoil energy threshold, and the discrimination afforded by complementary signals affects background discrimination [5] .
In the case of a positive signature in any of these experiments, the observed number of events and the spectral shape of the nuclear recoil spectrum can be used to determine the dark matter properties [9] , including potential nonstandard momentum dependent contributions [10] . The goodness of the reconstruction is very sensitive to uncertainties in the astrophysical parameters describing the Milky Way halo [11] as well as in the nuclear form factors [12] and is also subject to statistical limitations [13] . Regarding the WIMP-nucleus cross section, current dark matter direct detection analyses generally interpret results based on the simplest models of spin-independent or spin-dependent interactions to foster easy comparison between experiments. These conventional assumptions include form factors that are based on models of the weak force that limit the possible structure of the target nucleus and dark matter itself. It was found that, while a single experiment would be insufficient to unambiguously discriminate between spin-dependent and spin-independent couplings, a combination of targets [14] [15] [16] could be used to this aim.
Recently, a general description of the WIMP-nucleus interaction has been derived using an effective field theory (EFT) approach [17] [18] [19] . This formalism extends the model-driven conventional technique by considering all relevant couplings in the nonrelativistic limit [20, 21] . The addition of angular-momentum-dependent and spin-andangular-momentum-dependent couplings means that EFT includes interaction operators which are also dependent on momentum transfer and the initial velocities [17] . The reconstruction of WIMP parameters is even more challenging in the resulting multidimensional parameter space. However, since each target nucleus is sensitive to different aspects of dark matter interactions [18] , combining the results from multiple targets and techniques strongly constrains theoretical models in the absence of a detection and allows for determination of the underlying physics of the interaction once a signal is seen [20, 22] . It has thus been argued that next generation experiments constitute an excellent tool to probe the general EFT parameter space [23, 24] and identify the right theory [25, 26] . Adding information from annual modulation [27, 28] is particularly useful to identify a certain class of unconventional operators. Table I : EFT interaction operators of the effective interaction Lagrangian separated into categories of similar parity and WIMP spin dependence [17] .
In this paper we further investigate the parameter reconstruction in the context of the EFT formalism. We focus on current experimental data (from the CDMS II and LUX experiments), as well as future next-generation detectors (SuperCDMS and LZ). We perform a careful treatment of the background that arises from the unique constraint of not knowing the energy dependence of the background spectra while retaining the discrimination power afforded by a binned likelihood function. We also test the reliability of confidence intervals and the Bayesian evidence for determining which parameters are relevant to dark matter experiments and to what degree we can constrain these parameters.
This article is organized as follows. In Sec. II we summarize the basic aspects of the EFT formalism. In Sec. III we explain the details of our numerical analysis and provide a procedure for analyzing direct dark matter detection data from one or more experiments. This procedure is then used in Sec. IV to study the existing experimental data from the CDMS II and LUX experiments. Finally, in Sec. V we consider a hypothetical future signature in next-generation experiments and attempt to reconstruct it in a five-dimensional subset of the EFT operators that include nontrivial dependences on momentum and spin. Our conclusions are presented in Sec. VI.
II. EFT FORMALISM OVERVIEW
All interactions considered in the dark matter EFT formalism, listed in Table I by broad category, are four-fermion operators of elastic scattering between a dark matter particle (χ) and a target nucleon (N ). The effective interaction Lagrangian is expected to be of the form
where τ can either be a sum over proton and neutron interactions or over isoscalar and isovector interactions and i sums over all interaction types (operators). Here, the isoscalar/isovector basis will be used instead of the proton/neutron one. While the goal of EFT is model independence, there are some symmetries and assumptions that limit the interaction types considered, as follows. The operator variables of the effective interaction Lagrangian must have Galilean invariance. This means that the momentum-and velocity-dependent terms must appear as the momentum transfer, q = p χ,out − p χ,in , and the relative incoming velocities, v = v χ,in − v N,in . Only elastic collisions are considered, so the kinetic energy must be conserved [18] by
which leads to
Requiring the interaction to be Hermitian means that only four terms may appear anywhere in the effective interaction Lagrangian: the momentum transfer, i q/m N , the spin of the target, S N , the possible spin of the dark matter particle, S χ , and the transverse component of the incoming velocity, v ⊥ = v + q/2µ [19] . The transverse component of the incoming velocity is chosen such that each term is linearly independent of all others. For example,
The EFT operators shown in Table I all consist of combinations of these four terms, except for O 1 , which, as the spin-independent (SI) operator, is the simplest interaction possible. Standard SI dark matter analyses compute parameter constraints assuming that interactions with protons and neutrons are the same. This corresponds to the EFT isoscalar case defined here. EFT O 4 is the standard spin-dependent (SD) operator and is dependent on the spin of both dark matter and the target nuclei. Past SD analyses typically assumed the proton/neutron basis instead of the isoscalar/isovector basis. Other operators, such as O 3 and O 5 , are dependent on the momentum transfer and are characterized by different shapes of the recoil energy spectra than is typically assumed. As shown later by simulations in O 3 , experiments with low energy thresholds are particularly important for discriminating between operators associated with different spectral shapes.
If Lorentz invariance is required, then time-reversal symmetry must also be considered. Therefore, the possible interaction terms are organized by Table I [17] .
All of the EFT operators are found as leading-order terms in the nonrelativistic reduction of a relativistic operator with a traditional spin-0 or spin-1 mediator except for O 2 . For this reason, O 2 is not considered. Four more nonrelativistic operators exist from interactions without a spin-0 or spin-1 mediator; however, these are not linearly independent from the first eleven and are therefore not considered in order to simplify the analysis [19] .
Once the form factors for each interaction are known, the differential cross section is calculated as follows:
where c τ i is the coupling coefficient for the i th interaction term to the nucleon or isospin. A listing of form factors for fluorine, sodium, germanium, iodine, and xenon can be found in Fitzpatrick et al [17] . This leads to a differential event rate per detector mass (cf. Eq. 1) of
where N T is the number of target nuclei per detector mass and the maximum WIMP velocity is encoded in the Gaussian cutoff defined in Eq. 3. The differential rate equation [Eq. 9] can be calculated as a sum over isospin (isoscalar and isovector) or as a sum over protons and neutrons. The coupling coefficients, c τ i , can be converted between the nucleon and isospin bases by
and
where c 0 i is the isoscalar interaction and c 1 i is the isovector interaction [19] .
III. MULTIDIMENSIONAL EFFECTIVE FIELD THEORY ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE
In order to interpret data from direct detection experiments within the general context of EFT operators, a likelihood calculation is carried out comparing the data to theoretical models. Given the low number of expected detected WIMP events, a Poissonian likelihood function is the most reasonable choice to compare the detected recoil energy spectra with the theoretical spectra. This method has been used in maximum likelihood analyses for many different dark matter experiments. Often in dark matter analyses the likelihood function used includes only a single energy bin, sacrificing discrimination based on the recoil energy for simplicity [13, 20, 21, 23, 24, 28] . In order to include the spectral information of both the expected WIMP spectrum and the detected events, the Poissonian likelihood can be split into n bins, giving a dark matter-only likelihood, L DM , of
where η k is the expected number of events, and N k is the number of detected events in the k th energy bin. Binned likelihood functions have been used in some previous dark matter analyses as well [22, 26] . The expected number of events in any given energy bin is calculated using Eq. 9 for a chosen combination of WIMP mass, m χ , and nonzero coupling coefficients; therefore,
where i ranges over any operators with nonzero coupling coefficients in either isoscalar (c
) directions, and the integral is evaluated over the k th energy bin E k . If the energy dependence of the backgrounds is known for an experiment, this can be added into the likelihood function as
where b k is the number of background events in the k th energy bin. Most experiments only publish an estimate of their backgrounds across their entire energy range. Because of this, previous analyses have ignored expected background all together [22, 23, 26, 28] or only used simplistic and assumed background models [24, 25] . In order to include the background, our likelihood definition, therefore, must allow for a constraint on the total (single energy bin) background estimate, while still retaining the binned energy formalism for the WIMP data. In order to include an unbinned background in a binned likelihood, we consider all possible background configurations across energy bins that yield a total count within 2σ of the expected total background, B. The background configuration that maximizes the likelihood is then accepted. The number of background configurations to be tested is determined by how many ways the total number of background counts can be distributed into all of the energy bins and is, most generally,
For n = 100 energy bins, the number of combinations necessary to test is computationally feasible for a maximum expected background of four counts or less (B + 2σ ≤ 4.49). Using this method, the likelihood can be defined for an expected total background B with error σ as
Once the likelihood has been calculated for a specific experiment, it can be combined with the likelihoods for other experiments (with potentially different targets) in order to better probe the operator space, as has been shown to be useful in previous analyses [10, 13, 22] . The likelihoods are combined as
where L j is the likelihood of the j th experiment. The resulting likelihoods can be used to show the effect of each experiment (or target) on the chosen operator space and to set joint constraints on the operator space due to all available experiments. Generally, once multiplied together, the 95% confidence contours calculated from the joint likelihood are tighter and more clearly defined.
The theoretical spectrum, η k , is a function of the WIMP mass and all of the possible EFT coupling coefficients, thus our parameter space {m χ , c 0 i , c 1 i } contains up to 23 variables. An efficient method of scanning over all possible dimensions, especially since the likelihood functions tend to be multimodal, is by using the nested sampling Monte Carlo software package MultiNest [29] [30] [31] , a Bayesian inference tool that can be used for parameter estimation or model comparison and selection. The nested sampling technique used by MultiNest involves an optimized set of live points from the full likelihood. This optimized set includes the points of highest likelihood such that at each iteration of the algorithm a live point of the lowest likelihood is replaced with a point of higher likelihood [29] .
Even with a software program like MultiNest, calculating a 23-dimensional likelihood remains computationally intensive and time consuming. Hence, exploring the likelihood over 3D subspaces corresponding to individual EFT operators (spanned by {m χ , c 0 i , c 1 i } for the operator O i ) could be used to initially identify which operators are the most consistent with the data. For this purpose we use the Bayesian evidence, Z, to calculate the probability that the detected data, N k , is best represented by a given operator hypothesis, H, and is calculated by
with the integral over all parameters belonging to that operator hypothesis and where Pr(H) is the prior for each parameter. For the 3D example with a single operator O i ,
with flat priors assumed for each parameter. The evidence is used in Bayes' theorem as
where
is the posterior probability distribution in the {m χ , c 0 i , c 1 i } parameter space given the observed data, {N k }. For a given experiment, the operators with the highest Bayesian evidence [32] should be most relevant to the data and thus most likely to give nonzero coupling coefficients when analyzed jointly with other operators. The Bayesian evidence has become a fairly standard way of comparing competing models within dark matter likelihood analyses [23, 24, 26, 28, 29] . In order to visualize 3D or higher dimensional likelihoods, the likelihoods can be marginalized down to multiple 2D and 1D marginalized likelihoods. Contours at 95% confidence can be calculated in 2D planes to place constraints on likely WIMP mass and coupling coefficient values. 1D marginalized likelihoods can be used to determine the 95% confidence regions for each parameter individually, by integrating down from the point of highest likelihood. We calculate the 95% confidence intervals, because they have been shown to be a reliable method of estimating the true values of likelihood parameters for dark matter experiments [13] .
We propose the following procedure for analyzing direct dark matter detection data from one or more experiments in the vast EFT parameter space:
1. Assuming a flat prior for all parameters involved, run 3D analysis for each EFT operator computing the likelihood dependent only on the WIMP mass and the isoscalar and isovector coupling coefficients of that operator.
2. Calculate the Bayesian evidence, as defined in Eq. 19, for each operator's 3D likelihood. The evidence can be used to determine which operators or combination of operators are most relevant to the data set and therefore, which model best represents the dark matter interaction.
3. Run 5D or higher dimensional analysis for the combination of two or more relevant operators determined in step 2, and compute constraints on the WIMP mass and relevant coupling coefficients simultaneously over all relevant EFT operators.
4. Combine the likelihoods of individual experiments for relevant operators into one likelihood. The joint likelihood can be used to compute the most stringent constraints on EFT parameters, using information from all available experiments.
IV. 3D ANALYSIS OF PUBLISHED DATA
The EFT analysis methodology described above can be used to present new interpretations of previously published WIMP search results. To demonstrate this, consider three past results obtained using experiments with different [33] , CDMS II Ge [34] , and LUX [35] as a function of recoil energy including the experimental efficiencies and energy thresholds.
target materials: Cryogenic Dark Matter Search (CDMS) experiment observed three WIMP candidate events using silicon detectors [33] and two using germanium detectors [34] , while the Large Underground Xenon (LUX) experiment observed one candidate WIMP event using a liquid xenon detector [35] . While not the most recent results in the field, they were chosen to illustrate an example of a tension between different experiments. All three measurements assumed an isoscalar spin-independent interaction (cross section, σ 0 1 ) and published results for a range of WIMP masses (m χ ) based on detected nuclear recoil events. The energies of the detected events, total exposure, and expected background for each experiment are shown in Table II . A comparison of the exposures of each experiment, including the efficiencies and energy thresholds, is shown in Fig. 1 .
Using these parameters, the results obtained by the three experiments were reproduced using the EFT SI operator. Figure 2 compares the previously published results to the constraints calculated using the EFT likelihood analysis technique for each experiment over the two-dimensional parameters space of the WIMP mass and the elastic scattering cross section due to the isoscalar component of operator 1, σ 0 1 . The published upper limits from all three experiments and the detection contour for the CDMS II Si result are in good agreement with the corresponding constraints obtained with the EFT likelihood analysis. In both cases, the LUX limit, shown in purple, completely excludes the CDMS II Figure 2: EFT 95% upper limit contours for each experiment and the silicon 95% detection contour, which were calculated in a 2D likelihood analysis of WIMP mass and the isoscalar operator 1 cross section, are compared to the published optimal interval contours for the CDMS experiments [33, 34] and to the profile likelihood ratio upper limit from LUX [35] . The LUX limit (purple) rules out the CDMS II Si contour (blue).
Si contour, shown in blue, leading to a visible tension between these experiments in the low mass region. Previous dark matter simulations [10, 25] have shown that assuming the incorrect model for dark matter-target interactions can lead to biased contours and can cause tension between experiments. The tension between these experiments can be relieved by generalizing the WIMP-nucleus interaction, thus including more EFT operators in the analysis. The simplest addition is the inclusion of the isovector component of O 1 to the SI interaction leading to a likelihood calculated over the 3D parameter space {m χ , c Figure 4 shows the joint likelihood (with all three experiments combined) marginalized over one of the parameters (top row) or over two of the three parameters (bottom row). The cross section is plotted instead of the coupling coefficient, defined by
where A is the number of nucleons of the target material and V = 246.2 GeV is the Higgs vacuum expectation value, used here to represent the electroweak scale and to define dimensionless coefficients [19] . The best fit point of the joint likelihood is shown in Fig. 4 in red with 95% confidence intervals as calculated from the 1D marginalized likelihoods. The parameters of this point with 95% confidence intervals are m χ = 10.1± Table III : Bayesian evidence for each experiment and for the two models: isoscalar spin-independent coupling only (the typically assumed case, 2D) and isoscalar and isovector spin-independent coupling (3D). For all three experiments, the evidence favors coupling via a combination of both isoscalar and isovector couplings as shown by the ratio between the 3D and 2D cases. 0.013 , coincides with the point for which the sensitivity of LUX is at the lowest, as shown in Fig. 5 , showing that the LUX result constrains the combined likelihood the most. The 95% or 2σ confidence contours around the best fit point are closed, as shown in Fig. 4 ; however, at 5σ confidence, the contours are open, so we make no claim of dark matter detection.
The Bayesian evidence can be used to evaluate whether the goodness of fit was improved by adding an isovector component. The evidence for each experiment in both the 2D and 3D analyses are shown in Table III . For each experiment individually the evidence is greater when both coupling components are included, indicating that the 3D model is a better fit than the simple 2D WIMP mass and isoscalar coupling model.
V. SIMULATED DARK MATTER DATA FROM FUTURE EXPERIMENTS
Assuming a wrong operator for WIMP-nucleon coupling when conducting an analysis of WIMP search data can lead to erroneous conclusions about the WIMP mass and interactions. Possible failure modes are demonstrated with Table IV: Details used to build the simulated data for each target chosen. Each simulated experiment is assigned an energy threshold of 1 keV. The Si and Ge experiments are based on the proposed SuperCDMS SNOLAB [36] , and the LXe on the most recent results from LUX [37] [38] [39] .
a set of simulated experiments where the WIMP-nucleon interaction proceeds via nonstandard operators. Three hypothetical direct dark matter experiments are defined. The silicon (Si) and germanium (Ge) experiments are based on the proposed SuperCDMS SNOLAB [36] experiment with backgrounds given by Poissonian errors of 1 count/year for 400 kg of Ge and 0.86 counts/year for 170 kg of Si. The liquid xenon (LXe) experiment is based on the LUX upgrade with a low threshold [37] and background [38] over a live time of 33500 kg days [39] . An overview of the assumed backgrounds, exposures, and energy thresholds is given in Table IV . The efficiencies are assumed to be a simple step function between the experimental threshold and the energy at which the experiment's efficiency drops back to 75%. We present two simulations, one in which the WIMP-nucleon scattering proceeds via EFT O 8 and the other in which the WIMP-nucleon scattering proceeds via O 3 . In each case, the values for the WIMP mass and isoscalar and isovector coupling coefficients are chosen in order to compute the theoretical recoil energy spectra for each of the three simulated experiments. The parameters chosen for each benchmark experiment are listed in Table V . Treating the recoil energy spectra as probability density functions, we randomly draw WIMP-event recoil energies, with the number of events in each simulated experiment given by the integral of the theoretical recoil energy spectrum. The energies of the simulated background events were randomly drawn from a flat probability density function over the energy range set by the efficiency. The simulated dark matter events and simulated background events together were used as the detected events for each simulated experiment.
A. 5D Analysis of Data Simulated in Operator 8
The EFT operator O 8 , described by S χ · v ⊥ , is dependent on the WIMP spin (here assumed to be S χ =1/2), the transverse component of relative velocity ( v ⊥ ), and spin-independent and angular-momentum-dependent target nuclear responses. The spin-independent nuclear response is the same as that found in the standard SI interaction, O 1 [17] . Therefore, O 8 and O 1 have the same exponential recoil energy spectral shape; however, the overall rate depends on the WIMP mass and does so differently depending on the target material. This operator was chosen in order to illustrate the challenge of identifying the correct WIMP-nucleon interaction operator when the operator yields similar recoil energy spectral shape to O 1 , and the only target-dependent modifier is the overall integrated rate.
We consider the benchmark point, BP 8 , with parameters as defined in Table V . This example was chosen specifically to produce a distinctive signal in Si but not in Ge or LXe. The chosen ratio of isoscalar to isovector components, c Table IV , this resulted in 11, 1, and 0 events for Si, Ge, and LXe, respectively. This corresponds to 12, 2, and 4 events when the background is included.
The simulated WIMP events for the three experiments are shown in Fig. 6 . All of the simulated events for Ge sit right at the experimental threshold, so very little shape information is available. On the contrary, for Si some simulated WIMP events pass the experimental threshold, so the shape information should be more helpful in distinguishing between operators. Even though all of the simulated data for LXe are background events, they mimic the energy distribution of an exponentially decaying WIMP spectrum, which allows the background events to be easily misinterpreted as a WIMP signal.
We start by analyzing the simulated data in the EFT likelihood formalism assuming O 1 interaction only; that is, the likelihood is computed over the 3D parameter space of {m χ , c for all three experiments combined. For each recovery operator, the top row of plots shows 2D marginalized likelihoods (obtained by marginalizing over one of the parameters) and the bottom row shows the 1D marginalized likelihoods (obtained by marginalizing over two of the three parameters). Also shown is the point representing the simulated data, marked by x in 2D and a black dashed line in 1D and the best fit point represented by the red + in 2D and red vertical line in 1D.
Reconstructed point mχ (GeV) {c This example demonstrates the fact that marginalizations to one dimension, with their necessary loss of information, can be misleading. The 2D representation must be used in order to develop a better understanding of the parameter space. In this particular simulation the 2D marginalized likelihoods indicate that nonzero O 1 couplings are needed in order to explain the simulated data. This, of course, is not consistent with the assumed simulation parameters, and it is a consequence of the fact that a wrong operator was used to analyze the data. In other words, assuming the wrong operator when calculating the likelihood can lead to reasonable 2D contours that do not represent the true (in this case, simulated) nature of dark matter.
This analysis is then repeated assuming O 8 interaction only, and the likelihood is computed over the 3D parameter space of {m χ , c Fig. 7b . In this case, the simulated point is well within the 95% confidence 2D contours and 1D intervals, as one would expect since this recovery assumes the correct operator. The resulting likelihood is well defined in WIMP mass and isoscalar coupling coefficient but less so in the isovector component. The 95% confidence intervals computed from 1D marginalized likelihoods are also shown in Table VI . These intervals were calculated using the joint (Si, Ge, and LXe) likelihood and are tighter than for any single experiment alone. Specifically, since Si detected the largest number of events (11 events versus 1 for Ge and 0 for Xe), the Si-only likelihood is expected to best match the results of the joint likelihood. However, the widths of the 95% confidence contours were ∼ 1.4 times larger for Si alone than for the joint likelihood case, demonstrating that combining experiments tightens the resulting contours.
Additional information can be gleaned from the Bayesian evidence. From the 3D likelihoods, the evidence for O 1 is 2 × 10 −9 , whereas the evidence for O 8 is 3 times larger at 6 × 10 −9 . This shows that O 8 is the better fit to this data.
In the proposed procedure for analysis of WIMP search data, step 3 proposes a likelihood analysis in higherdimensional parameter space including operators with the highest evidences in 3D likelihood analyses. Applying this approach to our simulation, we perform the EFT likelihood analysis of the 5D parameter space {m χ , c The results are shown in Fig. 8 with the 2D marginalized likelihoods on the top and the 1D marginalized likelihoods on the bottom. The 1D marginalizations of the 5D likelihood were calculated from six different 3D subspaces and averaged together to give one 1D likelihood. The six marginalizations from different 3D subspaces are plotted in varying colors in Fig. 8 (bottom) with the averaged curve in black. Note that all marginalized likelihoods (for a given parameter) are similar, indicating that the possible systematic error in this marginalization procedure is not significant.
The parameters of the best fit point calculated from the 1D likelihoods are found in Table VI. Note that the open contour for c 1 8 implies a flat spectrum with no discernible peak. The simulated data point is contained within all of the 95% confidence intervals except for WIMP mass. The WIMP mass sits just outside the 95% confidence (or 2σ confidence) contour at 2.4σ or at 1.6% probability of occurring. One factor that could contribute to this are the two LXe background events just above threshold that mimic a low mass WIMP.
Since the spectral shapes for O 1 and O 8 are both exponentially decaying, it is difficult to separate the four coupling coefficients from each other using only three target materials. This is most apparent in the 1D projections of the likelihood, where the peaks of c 
B. 5D Analysis of Data Simulated in Operator 3
The EFT operator O 3 is given by i S N · ( q × v ⊥ ), has no dependence on the WIMP spin, and relies on two nuclear responses of the target: a spin-dependent response (transverse to the momentum transfer) and a spin-and-angularmomentum-dependent response [17] . Therefore, the event rate spectrum of O 3 has a different shape than that of O 1 . In particular, the event rate spectrum for O 1 smoothly decays exponentially with recoil energy, while for O 3 , even with no experimental efficiencies included, the event rate is suppressed at low energies with a pronounced peak at higher energies, as shown in Fig. 9 . The energy and amplitude of the peak is dependent on the WIMP mass, the combination of coupling coefficients, and the target chosen. This operator was chosen to demonstrate how differences in the shape of recoil energy spectra can be used to improve parameter estimation. The three benchmark experiments (Ge, Si, LXe) are simulated in the O 3 framework using the benchmark point BP 3 listed in Table V with the ratio of isoscalar and isovector components of c Table IV , Si detected three WIMP events, Ge detected 19 events, and LXe detected 21 events. Including the simulated background, the total number of simulated detected events for each experiment is 4, 20, and 25 events respectively. The simulated data compared to the expected recoil energy spectra for each experiment are shown in Fig. 9 .
The numbers of simulated events for Ge and LXe (Fig. 9 ) are large enough to distinguish between the spectral shapes of O 3 and O 1 . Si (also Fig. 9 ) has a low number of simulated events such that little information on the spectral shape is available. However, the relatively large range of recoil energies points to the nature of the underlying spectrum; for an exponentially decaying spectrum, most of the WIMP events would be expected to cluster at the experimental threshold.
As in the case of O 8 above, we use 3D EFT likelihood analyses to test steps 1 and 2 of the proposed analysis procedure. The 3D likelihood is first computed assuming that the WIMP-nucleon scattering proceeds via the standard SI operator, that is over the parameter space {m χ , c Table VII .
If instead the analysis assumes the same operator as the simulation (in this case O 3 ), the 95% confidence contours include the simulated data point {m χ , c Fig. 10b by the 2D marginalized likelihoods (top) and 1D marginalized likelihoods (bottom). Even though two regions of high likelihood are visible in each 2D marginalized likelihood, the likelihood favors the region that contains the simulated data point. Additionally, the point of maximum likelihood agrees closely with the simulated data point. This is also shown numerically in Table  VII . Bayesian evidence further supports the hypothesis that the operator O 3 fits the simulated data better than O 1 : the evidence calculated for O 3 is 2 × 10 −18 , about 20 times higher than for O 1 at 1 × 10 −19 . This indicates that the simple Bayesian evidence measure can be used to compare recoveries with different assumed operators in order to determine which operator(s) perform best in terms of explaining the observed data from multiple experiments.
Both 3D likelihoods shown in Fig. 10 were calculated by combining all three experiments into a single likelihood, resulting in better-defined contours than for any individual experiment. Even when the likelihood for each experiment individually is fairly flat over the entire prior range, such as for c 0 3 from the 3D likelihood assuming O 3 interaction, combining experiments can create a closed contour for the coupling coefficient, as shown in Fig. 10b . Unfortunately, it is also possible to obtain closed contours when combining experiments for a likelihood calculated by assuming the wrong EFT operator, which stresses the importance of considering the Bayesian evidence.
The Ge and LXe experiments detected many more events than Si, with 19 and 21 respectively, compared to only three for Si. The 95% confidence intervals calculated for the joint likelihood assuming O 3 interaction, shown in Table  VII , are, on average, 1.4 times tighter than for Ge only and 4.3 times tighter than for LXe only. Since there were more simulated data events in LXe than in Ge, it might be expected that the LXe contours would be the closest to the joint likelihood. However, due to the flatness of the O 3 likelihood in LXe for the isovector coupling coefficient, c 1 3 , the average between the three 2D marginalized likelihoods is slightly higher than for Ge alone or for Si, Ge, and LXe combined.
As suggested in step 3 of the proposed analysis procedure, computing the 5D likelihood for both O 1 and O 3 should help differentiate between the two operators by allowing constraints to be set simultaneously for both operators. Since the simulation assumed only nonzero components in O 3 , the O 1 coupling coefficient contours should include zero, which was the simulated value of those parameters. For the O 8 simulation, the 5D likelihood including O 1 and O 8 ended up being overparameterized due to the similar recoil energy spectral shapes for all four of the coupling coefficients involved and due to the low number of simulated data points. The O 3 simulation has the advantage of having more simulated WIMP events and different spectral shapes for O 1 and O 3 . We compute the 5D likelihood over the parameter space {m χ , c Fig. 11 . The 1D marginalized likelihoods were computed in the same manner as for O 8 . Unlike the O 8 simulation, none of the parameters in the 5D analysis have a flat likelihood. Hence, the simulated data point is better recovered, and it is fully contained within all of the 2D 95% confidence contours and 1D 95% confidence intervals. Table VII shows the value of the point of highest likelihood with the 95% confidence intervals as calculated from the 1D marginalized likelihoods. The simulated data point is well contained within all of the 95% confidence intervals and is closer to the point of maximum likelihood than suggested by the width of these intervals. In this instance, the 5D likelihood was able to successfully fit the simulated values of WIMP mass and coupling coefficients. The point of highest likelihood is very similar to that of the 3D O 3 likelihood, but as expected by the increase in the number of parameters, the 95% confidence intervals are larger for the 5D than for the 3D likelihood.
VI. CONCLUSION
With the systematic analysis procedure suggested here, higher-dimensional analysis of dark matter data using the model-independent EFT framework is possible. MultiNest [29] [30] [31] is an effective Bayesian inference tool that can be used to efficiently scan high-dimensional likelihoods. The number of operators or dimensions in a likelihood can be limited by using the Bayesian evidence for single-operator 3D likelihoods to determine which operators best fit the observed events. Higher-dimensional likelihoods can be marginalized down to 2D and 1D likelihoods in order to ease visualization and set constraints on the WIMP mass and coupling coefficients.
Assumptions about the operators could lead to tension between experiments. For example, the tension between the isoscalar operator 1 (spin-independent) analyses published by CDMS II Si [33] , CDMS II Ge [34] , and LUX [35] could be relieved by including other coupling coefficients in the analysis, such as the isovector operator 1 component, while setting new limits on dark matter interactions. Combining the three experiments into a single joint likelihood leads to stronger limits than what is possible from a single target or experiment alone.
Using simulated data (assuming O 3 or O 8 interaction) to test the proposed analysis procedure showed that the simulated data point can be reconstructed in both 3D and 5D likelihood analyses. Comparisons of the Bayesian evidence for 3D (WIMP mass and a single EFT operator) likelihoods can identify which operator(s) fit the data well. However, it is critical to include more than one target in the analysis, in order to differentiate between operators of similar recoil energy spectra and to create better defined confidence contours, especially when dealing with a low number of detected events per experiment. When operators, such as O 1 and O 3 , have different recoil energy spectral shapes due to different momentum dependencies, they can be more easily distinguished from each other by the proposed analysis procedure. When using spectral shape in this way, it is extremely important to have a low enough experimental energy threshold in order to be able to measure the spectral differences. For a recoil energy spectrum similar to that of O 3 , if the experimental energy threshold is above or near the peak of the spectrum (as it was for LXe in our O 3 simulation) then the spectral shape can appear to follow the standard exponential decay of O 1 . Very low-threshold dark matter experiments, such as the previously published CDMSlite [40, 41] and the proposed SuperCDMS SNOLAB high-voltage experiments [36] will be particularly useful to convincingly perform spectral shape discrimination in the EFT framework.
